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TENZO COLOUR NO. MATERIAL

Design by: Tenzo Design studio 
This product is designed by Tenzo 
Design studio. The design is  
contemporary, classic and  
minimalistic, always with usability in 
mind.

Sleek handles
The neat and easy-to-grip metal 
handles are both functional and 
stylish, without taking up too much 
visual space.

Ribbed veneer fronts
The focal point of this collection 
is the ribbed oak veneer doors and 
drawers. They add texture and 
depth to the furniture as well as a 
high-quality look.

BALI

955 NATURAL OAK

920 SMOKED OAK
Veneered mdf.  
Leg: Powdercoated metal. 
Softclosing hinges.

Ample storage
Each piece in this collection offers 
plenty of practical storage. Deep 
drawers and adjustable shelves give 
you plenty of room for your things.
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DESIGN BY:
Tenzo Design studioBALI

Natural oak
9001542955

Smoked oak 
9001542920

1542
Tv stand 2 doors,  2 compartments
W:176 x D:40 x H:57 cm

THIS COLLECTION GOES WELL WITH

Tables: Cox & Taco  Chairs: Zoe & May

Smoked oak 
9001544920

1544
Sideboard 2 doors,  2 drawers
W:176 x D:40 x H:76 cm

Natural oak
9001544955

1554
Highboard 4 doors
W:118 x D:40 x H:127 cm

Natural oak
9001554955

Smoked oak
9001554920

1556
Display cabinet 4 doors
W:90,5 x D:40 x H:178,5 cm

Natural oak
9001556955

Smoked oak
9001556920



The Bali furniture collection brings sophistication as well as functionality to your home. The ribbed 
fronts add depth and texture, while the slim handles offer a sleek aesthetic. The result is a  
state-of-the-art look for your furniture. This collection seamlessly combines style and function, 
providing ample storage solutions. It creates a space that is visually captivating and highly practical in 
your home.
The sturdy yet sleek metal base and the oak veneer add significant value and make this collection 
of storage furniture durable and easy to maintain. This is a range for every contemporary home, its 
straight and modern lines ensure just that. Discover the perfect balance of style and  
functionality. 

WHERE STYLE MEETS FUNCTIONALITY
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